EEL5204 Hickory
Color Brushed Tumbleweed

Frontier Collection
Hand-scraped

Hand-scraped

Frontier Collection
You’ll find two distinct hand-scraped looks in the Bruce Frontier Collection. Our hickory
hardwood series features a rustic scrape. The alternative to the rustic scrape is a softer,
more subtle hand-scrape, offered in birch. All the flooring options in this collection have an
engineered wood structure.

Details
Hickory – Available in six popular colors. Three standard colors and three colors that have been
enhanced with a color brushing treatment. Plank size: 5˝ wide with a 3/8˝ thickness with random
length boards up tp 4 feet long.
Birch – These floors feature a softer grain and lighter hand-scraping effect.
Plank size: 5˝ wide with a 1/2˝ thickness with random length boards up to 4 feet long.

Birch
FRONTIER COLLECTION

PRALINE
EEL5300S

GOLDEN BLONDE
EEL5301S

FILBERT
EEL5302S

METRO BRICK
EEL5303S

VANILLA STICK
EEL5304S

EEL5301S Birch
Golden Blonde

Hand-scraped
Hickory
FRONTIER COLLECTION

GOLDEN BROWN
EEL5200

TAHOE
EEL5201

COLOR BRUSHED SAHARA SAND
EEL5205

COLOR BRUSHED LIGHT MOCHA
EEL5203

BISON
EEL5202

COLOR BRUSHED TUMBLEWEED
EEL5204

Unique Fact
The color brushing treatment in the hickory line accentuates the grain of the wood and adds a
unique color dimension that draws attention to the hand-sculpted scraping of the planks.

Species: B irch and Hickory

Construction: Engineered

Width: 5˝
Thickness: 1/2˝

Installation: F
 loat, Glue, Staple
Below / On / Above Ground Level

Edge Detail: Micro-beveled edges and ends

Warranty: 25-Year Residential

All trademarks owned by AWI Licensing Company or Armstrong Hardwood Flooring Company.
Wood is a natural material containing distinctive differences in color and grain configurations. It is these differences, caused by nature, that create the warmth, beauty and originality of each
hardwood floor. The printed room scenes and color swatches in this brochure are intended as a visual guide, not as an actual color or grain pattern representation of the flooring itself.
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